This paper introduces a model for analyzing marketplaces, such as eBay, which rely on binary reputation mechanisms for quality signaling and quality control. In our model sellers keep their actual quality private and choose what quality to advertise. The reputation mechanism is primarily used to determine whether sellers advertise truthfully. Buyers may exercise some leniency when rating sellers, which needs to be compensated by corresponding strictness when judging sellers' feedback profiles. It is shown that, the more lenient buyers are when rating sellers, the more likely it is that sellers will find it optimal to settle down to steady-state quality levels, as opposed to oscillating between good quality and bad quality. Furthermore, the fairness of the market outcome is determined by the relationship between rating leniency and strictness when assessing a seller's feedback profile. If buyers judge sellers too strictly (relative to how leniently they rate) then, at steady state, sellers will be forced to understate their true quality. On the other hand, if buyers judge too leniently then sellers can get away with consistently overstating their true quality. An optimal judgment rule, which results in outcomes where at steady state buyers accurately estimate the true quality of sellers, is analytically derived. However, it is argued that this optimal rule depends on several system parameters, which are difficult to estimate from the information that marketplaces, such as eBay, currently make available to their members. It is therefore questionable to what extent unsophisticated buyers are capable of deriving and applying it correctly in actual settings.
INTRODUCTION
Online reputation reporting systems are emerging as an important quality signaling and quality control mechanism in online trading communities (Kollock 1999; Resnick et. al. 2000) . Reputation systems collect feedback from members of an online community regarding past transactions with other members of that community. Feedback is analyzed, aggregated and made publicly available to the community in the form of member feedback profiles. If one accepts that past behavior is a relatively reliable predictor of future behavior, then these profiles can act as a powerful quality signaling and quality control mechanism, essentially acting as the digital equivalent of a member's reputation.
eBay relies on its reputation mechanism almost exclusively in order to both produce trust and induce good behavior on the part of its members. eBay buyers and sellers are encouraged to rate one another at the end of each transaction. A rating can be a designation of "praise", "complaint" or "neutral", together with a short text comment. eBay makes the sums of praise, complaint and neutral ratings submitted for each member, as well as all individual comments, publicly available to all its users. Anecdotal and empirical results seem to demonstrate that eBay's reputation system has managed to provide remarkable stability in an otherwise very risky trading environment (Dewan and Hsu 2001; Resnick and Zeckhauser 2001) .
The rising practical importance of online reputation systems not only invites but rather necessitates rigorous research on their functioning and consequences. Are such mechanisms truly reliable? Do they promote efficient market outcomes? To what extent are they manipulable by strategic buyers and sellers? What is the best way to design them? How should buyers (and sellers) use the information provided by such mechanisms in their decision-making process? This is just a small subset of unanswered questions, which invite exciting and valuable research.
The study of reputation as a mechanism for inducing good behavior in markets with asymmetric information is certainly not new. Several economists have published important works analyzing its properties (Rogerson, 1983; Schmalensee, 1978; Shapiro, 1982; Smallwood and Conlisk, 1979; Wilson, 1985, just to name a few).
Nevertheless, although past work in economics has studied some of the overall effects of reputation, it has paid very little attention to the analysis of specific mechanisms for forming and communicating reputation, in part because in traditional brick and mortar societies such mechanisms are largely informal (they are often referred to as "word-of-mouth advertising") and defy detailed modeling. The few published results focusing on the effects of specific properties of reputation mechanisms clearly make the point that such properties can have significant effects on the market outcome. For example, Rogerson (1983) shows that reputation based on subjective binary ratings (e.g. good/bad, praise/complaint) creates an externality, which affects the entire market. Shapiro (1982) shows that, unless the mechanism by which reputation is formed satisfies certain properties, sellers may find it optimal to continuously oscillate in quality, periodically building good reputation and subsequently milking it.
On the other hand, the design and implementation of online reputation systems has so far been the research domain of computer scientists (see Bresee et. al., 1998; Sarwar et. al., 2000; Schafer et. al. 2001 for overviews of past work). The emphasis of past work in the area has been on developing algorithms and systems for collecting, aggregating and extracting useful information from sets of user ratings, drawing from work in information retrieval, data mining and collaborative filtering. The analysis and evaluation of the proposed algorithms is typically done in terms of computational complexity and statistical metrics, such as their running time, memory requirements, average recall and precision, average bias, etc.
We believe that there is a need for work that bridges the two disciplines: research, which takes into account the algorithmic details of specific reputation systems but also models how these systems are embedded inside trading communities and investigates their effectiveness and impact, not only in terms of computational and statistical properties, but rather in terms of their overall impact in the efficiency of the market and the welfare of the various classes of market participants. Given that reputation systems were conceived in order to assist choice in environments of imperfect information, their impact in those latter market dimensions should be the ultimate determinant of success of any new proposed new algorithm and system. This paper contributes in this direction by proposing a model for analyzing the economic efficiency of binary reputation systems, such as the one used by eBay. Section 2 introduces the model and its underlying assumptions. Following that, Section 3 defines a number of properties that reputation mechanisms should satisfy in such settings, in order to be considered well functioning. Section 4 applies our model in order to determine under what circumstances binary reputation systems can indeed be well functioning. Our main conclusion is that binary reputation mechanisms can, in theory, be well functioning, provided that buyers strike the right balance between rating leniency and seller assessment strictness. However, getting this balance right is difficult without additional information, which is not currently provided by eBay. Section 5 considers the implications of relaxing some of the simplifying assumptions on which our analysis is based. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the contributions and conclusions of the paper.
BINARY REPUTATION MECHANISMS
This section introduces a model for analyzing marketplaces, which rely exclusively on a binary reputation mechanism for quality signaling and quality control. A binary reputation mechanism is a mechanism where raters are given the opportunity to rate past transactions using one of two values, commonly interpreted as "positive" (i.e. satisfactory) and "negative" (i.e. unsatisfactory, problematic). Our intention is to use this model in order to study the economic impact of reputation mechanisms similar to the one used by eBay (see Resnick and Zeckhauser  2001 for a detailed description) 1 .
In our model, qualities are non-negative real-valued quantities, which subsume aspects of both product quality and service quality. We assume that each seller produces items, whose real quality r q is unknown to buyers and can only be determined with accuracy after consumption. We further assume that all buyers prefer higher quality to lower quality, although they might differ in the extent to which they are prepared to pay for an extra unit of quality. Finally, we assume that although the real quality of items is not communicated to buyers, sellers do inform buyers by advertising. On eBay, advertising corresponds to the sellersupplied description, which accompanies all items. The advertised quality a q of an item is completely controlled by the seller (i.e.
there is no validation of any kind by a third party) and may or may not correspond to its real quality.
Sellers aims to maximize the present value of their payoff function Under the above assumptions, sellers have an incentive to overadvertise quality. The market would then degenerate to a "market for lemons" (Akerlof 1970) . In order to avoid this from happening, buyers are given the option to rate each transaction using a "positive" or "negative" rating. A reputation system, operated by a trustworthy third party, accumulates all ratings into a feedback profile Σ is the number of transactions for which no rating was submitted 2 . Time windowing is used in order to address the possibility that sellers may improve or deteriorate their behavior over time. For example, on eBay, feedback profiles display the sums of ratings received during the past 6 months only.
Buyer utility from purchase of a single item is modeled by
, where p is the price, θ is a buyer's quality sensitivity and q is the level of quality perceived by the buyer after consumption. When considering a purchase, buyers combine all the information that is available to them, i.e. an item's 1 In addition to "positive" (praise) and "negative" (complaint) ratings, eBay's reputation mechanism also supports "neutral" ratings (which, however, are rarely used in actual practice). As will become apparent below, our model subsumes raters who would submit "neutral" ratings on eBay into the set of raters who don't submit any rating at all. One interesting property of eBay, which has been reported on several empirical studies, is that most buyers give very few negative ratings to sellers. Resnick and Zeckhauser (2001) have speculated that there are several reasons for this: eBay allows reciprocal ratings (that is, sellers also rate buyers) and buyers are often afraid that posting a negative rating for a seller will lead to retaliatory bad ratings, harassing emails etc. eBay does not provide mechanisms to prevent or assist such situations. Furthermore, it has been reported that sellers often communicate with buyers via email and negotiate settlements to transaction problems, while explicitly pleading with them to not post negative ratings. Finally, eBay has created a "culture of praise", where the vast majority of ratings and comments are extremely positive. In such a setting, most buyers feel a moral obligation to conform to the prevailing social norms and be nice and relatively forgiving to their trading partners.
Our model uses a rating function r(S), which attempts to model the above empirically observed behavior. More specifically, we are assuming that buyers rate a transaction as "positive" if their actual utility from the transaction exceeds their expected utility (i.e. if S>0). On the other hand, buyers only rate a transaction as negative if their actual utility falls short of their expected utility by more than a leniency factor λ , that is, if λ − < S . Finally, for transactions, which end up being "slightly bad but not too bad" (i.e. where
), we are assuming that buyers prefer to simply refrain from rating at all 3 . To summarize:
To simplify the initial analysis, we are making the assumption that σ θ , and λ are constant across the entire population of buyers and sellers. In Section 5, we will relax those assumptions and study how they impact the results derived in Sections 3 and 4.
WELL FUNCTIONING REPUTATION MECHANISMS
The following sections will use the model developed in Section 2, in order to explore under what circumstances binary reputation mechanisms can be well functioning. Before doing that, however, in this section we will discuss what it means for a reputation mechanism to be well functioning in marketplaces with private quality information. We define a well-functioning reputation mechanism to be one, which satisfies the following two properties:
WF1:
If there exists an equilibrium of prices and qualities under perfect information (i.e. in settings where r a e= = ) then, in environments where r q is private to sellers, the existence of the reputation mechanism makes it optimal for sellers to settle down to a steady-state pair of real and advertised qualities, rather than to oscillate, successively building up and milking their reputation. Before we proceed, let us justify the above definition by providing a brief rationale for the desirability of properties WF1 and WF2.
First, the value of reputation mechanisms in general relies on the assumption that past behavior is a reliable predictor of future behavior (Wilson 1985) . If oscillations were optimal, the predictive value of cumulative functions of past ratings, such as − + Σ Σ , , would be greatly diminished. In environments where the primary (or only) mechanism for certifying and controlling seller quality is based on reputation, it is, therefore, desirable that sellers find it optimal to settle down to a steady-state behavior rather than to oscillate.
Second, according to our model, buyers make purchase decisions based on knowledge of prices and estimated qualities. If it were possible for sellers to settle down into a steady-state strategy that would consistently deceive buyers into estimating r e> , then this would allow sellers to earn additional profits at the expense of buyers. In the presence of competitive marketplaces, buyers would then eventually leave the marketplace in favor of other markets with better information. On the other hand, if, under all possible steady-state seller strategies the effect of the reputation mechanism was such, so that buyers estimated r e< , then the opposite effect would take place: buyers would realize extra surplus at the expense of sellers. Once again, we would then expect that sellers would desert the marketplace in favor of other, more transparent markets. The only fair steady-state strategy, therefore, is one where r e= .
CAN BINARY REPUTATION MECHANISMS BE WELL FUNCTIONING?
This section will demonstrate that, given a rating function, which has the general form given by (2), whether an eBay-like binary reputation system satisfies property WF2 depends on the relationship between (2) and the quality estimation function
Furthermore, we will show that, if buyers are lenient enough when they rate and correspondingly strict when they judge seller profiles, sellers will find it optimal to settle down to steady-state true and advertised quality levels if such an equilibrium exists under perfect information.
Estimated vs. real qualities in steady state
Let us first focus our attention on the circumstances under which a binary reputation mechanism satisfies condition WF2. We are assuming that WF1 holds. 
. Assuming that buyers rate according to (2), for large N at steady state the following will hold:
where (.) Φ is the standard normal CDF. depends on the quality assessment function f. More specifically, f 4 Section 4.2 will explore the conditions under which sellers will indeed find it optimal to settle down to a steady state strategy. Σ for a seller. As we will show below, knowledge of N is essential for constructing reliable quality assessment functions. The results of this paper, therefore, make a strong argument that the number of transactions that have received no rating should be added to the profile information published by eBay and similar systems.
Our objective in this paper is to explore whether in principle, binary reputation systems can be well functioning. Therefore, our aim is to explore the existence of a quality assessment function f which, when used in conjunction with rating rule (2), satisfies WF2.
In the rest of the paper, we will explore the suitability of the following family of quality assessment functions:
is some estimate of the seller's deception factor based on information contained in the seller's feedback profile.
Through function (5), buyers assess the quality of an item to be equal to that advertised by the seller, if, based on the seller's profile, they conclude that the seller does not over-advertise. Otherwise, buyers assume that the seller lies and assess minimum quality. Function (5) therefore uses the information provided by the reputation mechanism in order to derive a (binary) assessment of truthfulness in advertising.
It is easy to see that, if buyers have a way of reliably estimating the sign of ξ from feedback profile information and assess seller quality through function (5), sellers who over-advertise their quality will quickly see their estimated quality fall to zero. Therefore, if f is given by (5), equation (4) , especially because of the rating leniency factor. For that reason, one would infer that quality assessment based on the number of positive ratings is not (and should not be) widely used on eBay. This hypothesis is consistent with empirical observations (Dewan and Hsu 2001) . Section 4.2 will discuss another disadvantage of function (6), which is that it makes it easier for sellers to oscillate between periods where they milk their good reputation by overstating their quality and deceiving buyers and periods where they restore their reputation by offering better quality than what buyers expect.
Estimation based on the number of negatives
In an analogous manner, we expect good sellers to have few negative ratings. Therefore, another way to estimate seller honesty is to require that the fraction of negative ratings of good sellers stay below a threshold. From (3) we can see that * k is a monotonically decreasing function of the leniency factor λ . Therefore, the more lenient buyers are when they rate, the lower the threshold of negative ratings to transactions above which they should not trust sellers, and vice versa. This is a result that corresponds well to documented empirical findings: most eBay buyers weigh negative ratings much more heavily than positive ratings when assessing the trustworthiness of a prospective seller (Dewan and Hsu 2001) . Given that they seem to be rather lenient when they rate those sellers, according to (7), we would expect them to be strict when assessing the quality of sellers, and therefore to be relatively intolerant of negative ratings.
From equation (7) we can also see that, in theory, buyers will complete knowledge of the system parameters σ θ λ and , can derive an optimum * k for every λ 5 . One way of interpreting this result is that satisfaction of WF2 is always possible no matter how lenient (or strict) buyers are when they rate, provided that they strike the right balance between rating leniency and quality assessment strictness. In the next section, we shall prove that, more lenient rating (and correspondingly strict assessment) increases the likelihood that sellers will find it optimal to settle down to a steady-state behavior. Some degree of leniency, therefore, can be beneficial to the stability of the marketplace.
It is also important to point out that, unless buyers use the right threshold * k when evaluating the number of negative ratings of a seller, WF2 will not be satisfied. If buyers use a threshold * k k > then there will be some 0 > ξ for which 0 H ′ will be satisfied and sellers will be able to consistently deceive buyers by overadvertising their quality. In contrast, if * k k < , there will be 0 0 < ξ such that 0 H ′ will be rejected for all 0 ξ ξ > . In the latter case, to prevent their estimated quality from dropping to zero, sellers will be forced to under-advertise and, therefore, be consistently under-appreciated by
We see, therefore, that the choice of the "right" * k is crucial to the well functioning of the reputation mechanism, and of the marketplace in general. It is important to ask whether buyers can be reasonably expected to be able to correctly derive it. From equation (7) 
If N is small then a confidence interval should be constructed for
Even with the help of equation (8), buyers still need to know N in order to properly compute function (7). Overall, function (7) defines a rather fragile rule for assessing seller quality efficiently.
Given that a lot of eBay buyers are heavily basing their seller quality assessments on the number of negative ratings on the sellers' feedback profile, it is very interesting to ask what methods they use to compute their trustworthiness thresholds and, even more important, whether their trustworthiness thresholds do indeed come close to satisfying WF2. Clearly, these are important questions, which invite further empirical and experimental results to complement the results of this work.
Estimation based on the ratio between negatives and positives
In both previous cases, correct implementation of the quality assessment function required knowledge of N. One might think that, by basing quality assessment on the ratio between negative and positive one may be able to derive an optimal assessment function from and − + Σ Σ only. We will show that this is not possible. From (3) we get:
is non-negative and monotonically increasing in 
. The corresponding quality assessment function then becomes: (8) requires knowledge of N. Therefore, using the ratio of negatives to positives is very similar to using the fraction of negatives and is equally tricky to "get right" without knowledge of N.
Existence of steady-state behavior
The analysis of Section 4.1 has been based on the assumption that sellers settle down to steady-state real and advertised quality levels. This section will investigate the conditions under which sellers will indeed find it optimal to do so. The alternative is to oscillate between building a good reputation and then milking it by over-advertising real quality. As we argued in Section 3, reputation-mediated marketplaces should be designed in order to induce sellers to settle down to steady state behavior (otherwise information about past behavior will not be very helpful as a way of predicting the future).
The principal result of this section is that when quality assessment is based on functions (7) or (10), which involve negative ratings, then, if the rating leniency factor λ is large enough, sellers will find it optimal to settle down to steady state behavior. In contrast, there is no such guarantee when quality assessment is based on function (6), which only involves positive ratings. This result shows that more lenient rating (coupled with more strict quality assessment) supports stability in the system. For the same reason, although more fragile and difficult to "get right", functions (7) and (10), i.e. functions which base seller quality assessment on the number of negative ratings, are preferred to function (6), which only looks at the seller's positive ratings.
In order to derive our result, let us consider ways in which sellers may attempt to realize additional profits through oscillating behavior. Assume that a seller is able to perform 1 N transactions before ratings of those transactions are posted to her feedback profile. This number depends on the frequency of transactions and the delay between transactions and the posting of ratings by buyers (on eBay, this delay is typically 2-3 weeks).
Let us consider a seller who, at the end of period 0, has completed N transactions in the current time window and has accumulated a good reputation, by producing and advertising items of quality * q , the quality that optimizes profits assuming steady-state behavior. Let us further assume that buyers assess quality based on function (7). At the end of period 0:
At the beginning of period 1 the seller decides to milk her reputation by choosing a real quality q′ and then over-advertising her quality by 1 ξ so that her profit is maximized relative to the steady state case. Given the seller's good past reputation, initially buyers will be deceived. However, after they purchase the seller's items, they will realize their inferior quality and will post proportionally more negative ratings. Therefore, at the end of period 1 (after 1 N "deceiving" transactions):
and the seller's subsequent estimated quality will fall to zero. Assuming that some buyers are willing to buy from somebody with zero quality if the price is low enough, our seller will stay in business. In order to increase her reputation once again, she needs . At the end of period 2:
A profit-maximizing seller will choose to oscillate if the profit from the "deceiving" transactions relative to the steady-state profit exceeds the loss from the "redeeming" transactions relative to the steady-state profit. If these two quantities have a finite ratio, then, provided that the number 2 N of "redeeming" transactions that are necessary in order to "undo" the reputation effects of 1 N "deceiving" transactions is high enough, sellers will not find it profitable to oscillate and will settle down to steady-state real and advertised quality levels.
From (13) after some algebraic manipulation, we get:
After some manipulation we get From Figure 1 it is evident that in marketplaces where buyers rate leniently (and assess quality strictly), sellers need many more "redeeming transactions" in order to restore their good reputation following a few "deceiving transactions". The relative number of redeeming transactions increases exponentially with the leniency factor. Otherwise said, the larger the λ , the more difficult it is for sellers to restore their reputation once they lose it. Consequently, if λ is sufficiently large, sellers will find it optimal to settle down to steady-state real and advertised quality levels. Q.E.D.
A similar result can be derived if buyers base quality assessment on the ratio said, following a set of deceiving transactions, it takes the same number of (or fewer) redeeming transactions in order to restore one's good reputation. In such a setting, it is more likely that some sellers will have profit functions for which it will be optimal to oscillate. Therefore, one expects that in reputation-mediated marketplaces where buyers use (6) to assess seller quality, there will be less stability than in marketplaces where sellers use (7) or (10).
The results of this section provide some interesting arguments for both rating leniency as well as for basing the quality assessment of sellers on their negative, rather than their positive ratings.
REALITY CHECKS AND SOME RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of the previous sections have been derived by making a number of simplifying assumptions about buyer behavior. More specifically, we have assumed that all buyers have the same quality sensitivity θ and leniency factor λ . Furthermore, we have assumed that buyers always submit ratings whenever their satisfaction rises above zero or falls below λ − . Both assumptions are not likely to hold in a real marketplace. Buyers have different personalities, and therefore, are expected to have different quality sensitivities, as well as leniency parameters. Furthermore, ratings do incur a cost (time to log on and submit them) and some buyers do not bother rating, even when transactions turn out really good or very bad. In this section, we will inject a bit of reality to our model and will explore how our results change if we take into account the above considerations.
Reality Check #1: Some buyers never rate
We need to modify our rating function r(S) in (2), so that when . We see that our new assumption introduces two additional parameters to our model. The parameters need to be reliably estimated in order for property WF2 to be satisfied.
Reality Check #2: Buyers differ in quality sensitivity and leniency
Let's define θ λ ω / ≡ and let's call ) (ω p the probability distribution of ω among buyers. Then (3) must be modified as:
If quality assessment is based on the fraction of positive ratings using (5), then reality check #2 does not introduce additional complications. However, if quality assessment is based on the fraction of negative ratings, which, in the presence of lenient ratings is the rule most likely to result in stable seller behavior, then things do become considerably more complicated. More specifically, it is easy to see that the statistical hypothesis to be tested in (6) must become
In order to calculate the "right"
Things become even more complicated if we combine reality checks #1 and #2, which would be the situation that most closely corresponds to actual reality. Of course, one can begin to think of ways in which individual buyers might be able to estimate, maybe with some degree of error, the additional model parameters is possible under the simplifying assumptions of Section 2 but becomes more and more difficult as our models approach reality. In realistic cases, the correct assessment rule depends not only on the feedback profile of a seller but also on properties of the rater population. Given that the efficiency of the marketplace crucially depends on the selection of correct assessment thresholds on the part of the buyer, the most sensible course of research therefore should be to think of additional information that the reputation mechanism can provide to raters, in order to make this calculation easier.
CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this paper was to explore to what extent binary reputation mechanisms, such as the one used at eBay, are capable of inducing efficient market outcomes in marketplaces where (a) true quality information is unknown to buyers, (b) advertised quality is completely under the control of the seller and (c) the only information available to buyers is an item's advertised quality plus the seller's feedback profile.
The first contribution of the paper is the definition of a set of conditions for evaluating the well functioning of a reputation mechanism is such settings. We consider a reputation mechanism to be well-functioning if it (a) induces sellers to settle down to a steady-state behavior assuming it is optimal for them to do so under perfect quality information and (b) at steady-state, seller quality as estimated by buyers before transactions take place is equal to their true quality.
The second contribution of the paper is an analysis of whether binary reputation mechanisms can be well-functioning under the assumptions that (a) ratings are based on the difference between buyers' true utility following a transaction and their expectations before the transaction and (b) buyers are relatively lenient when they rate and correspondingly strict when they assess a seller's feedback profile.
The first conclusion is that if binary feedback profiles are used to decide whether a seller advertises truthfully (in which case buyers assess quality equal to the advertised quality) or not (in which case buyers assess quality equal to the minimum quality), then, in theory, binary reputation systems can be well functioning, provided that buyers strike the right balance between rating leniency and quality assessment strictness. Furthermore, assuming that buyers base their judgment on the ratio of negative ratings received by a seller, if buyers are lenient enough when they rate and correspondingly strict when they judge seller profiles, we have shown that sellers will find it optimal to settle down to steady-state quality levels if such an equilibrium exists under perfect information. This is an interesting way in which (a) judging seller trustworthiness based on their negative ratings is preferable to basing it on their positive ratings and (b) some degree of rating leniency helps bring stability to the system. The second conclusion is that, unless buyers use the "right" threshold parameters when they judge seller profiles, binary reputation mechanisms will not function well and the resulting market outcome will be unfair for either the buyers or the sellers. In that sense, although binary reputation mechanism can be well functioning in theory, they are expected to be quite fragile in practice. The crucial question therefore becomes whether binary feedback profiles provide sellers (esp. relatively unsophisticated ones) with enough information to derive the "right" seller judgment rules.
It was shown that the "right" judgment rule is difficult to infer correctly from knowledge of the sum of positive and negative ratings alone, which is the only information currently provided by eBay to its members. If knowledge of the sum of unrated transactions is added to feedback profiles, then, under a number of simplifying assumptions, it is possible to derive non-obvious but relatively simple "optimal" judgment rules which result in well functioning reputation mechanisms. However, if the simplifying assumptions are dropped, calculation of the right judgment rule from N and , − + Σ Σ once again becomes difficult, as it requires knowledge not only of seller ratings but of the rater population as well. These findings lead to the recommendation that more information should be provided to assist raters of such marketplaces use feedback profiles in the "right" way.
The theoretical results of this paper raise some intriguing questions related to the efficiency, fairness and stability of eBaylike electronic marketplaces. The author would welcome experimental and empirical evidence that will shed more light into the questions raised and would validate the conclusions drawn from his models.
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